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spectrometer [6]. OCR Output
measurement of the mass of 1*Li with an accuracy better than 10 keV with a L. G. Smith type mass
difficult in Perming traps. We therefore propose the following experiment at ISOLDE aiming at the
it almost inaccessible to precise measurements in storage rings requiring a cooling process and very
highly desirable. No simple reaction Q-measurement is possible and its very short half-life (9 ms) makes
consistency among them. A precise mesurement of the mass of * ‘Li, with a better accuracy, is therefore
in 1988 [5] and a later determination leading to a weighted average of 3l5(40) keV with only rough
spectrometric measurement at CERN by Thibault et al. in 1975 [4]; one measurement by Wouters et al.
mass of *1Li is poorly known, and only little progress has been recorded since the on-line mass
low value of S appears to be the key parameter for the existence and the extension of the halo. Yet, the
key to the size of the halo is its separation energy S, as the halo size scales directly with 1/ JE . Thus a
sensitivity with respect to the HLi binding energy. For example, in the quasi-molecular model [3], the
momentum correlations, potential geometry and depth". These parameters have various degrees of
separation energy, two-neutron removal cross-section, momentum distributions and possible n-n
description of all the parameters implied in the observations: matter distribution, halo size, halo
knowledge of HLi has considerably increased, one still misses a model that would give a coherent
years, as outlined by around 100 experimental and theoretical investigations [2]. Although our
»-·- The observation [I] of a spatially extended neutron halo in *’Li has found a large interest in the last
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many checks and cross-checks. Some of these will use other alkali isotopes, lithium and sodium, where OCR Output
obtained in a mere 4 hours for the HLi case, it is clear that a high-precision experiment will require
Although the conditions for the proposed experiment are so favourable that sufficient statistics can be
REQUEST FOR MACHINE TIME
produced at ISOLDE.
species. The RPMS could advantageously be used for mass measurement of very short—lived candidates
islands" [9]. It is therefore important to investigate the binding energy of the most neutron-rich light
possibly couple with a stable core to a system which could be very slightly bound, leading to "stable
in [3], halo nuclei have very unusual structures and clusters of neutrons (close to be bound) may
a function of the neutron number for the light nuclei close to the neutron drip-line flattens out. As shown
More generally, it has been observed that the dependance of one- and two-neutron separation energies as
OUTLOOK
- Am/m = 2 104.
resulting in a resolving power of 5 104 and the enhancement factor has been measured to be 108 for
community is interested in getting very pure beams. The transmission could be optimized to 10 %
spectrometer at the location of the second magnet of the High Resolution Separator if the ISOLDE
experimental hall could be selected (RA2, RA3, RB2, RB3...). Another possibility would be to instal the
ISOLDE more compact. Several possibilities for the layout of the experiment (figure 2) in the ISOLDE
In contrast to the layout at LEAR, the use of the energy filters is not required, rendering the setup at
POSSIBLE LOCATIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT
necessary.
for fine tuning of the trajectory in the spectrometer and for the investigation of systematic errors will be
transmission and peak reconstruction process corresponds to a yield of 100 ions per pulse. Stable beam
to ISOLDE at every PS supercycle. The lower limit of the sensitivity of the RPMS resulting from
1Li/ pulse of the PS-booster should be approximately 4 hours in the case of 2 PS-booster pulses send
maintained below 10*0 (Amw 10 keV). The duration of such a measurement with a production of 1400
same order, finally, systematic errors should be investigated in the ISOLDE enviromnent and
statistical accuracy better than lO", magnetic field stability was measured to give uncertainties of the
_,_ resolving power of 1.4 10* can be achieved. Accumulation of 10Li in the mass peak leads to a4 1l
mode. Multi-particle simulations with HLi (figure 1) indicate that a transmission of a few percent and a
exotic nuclei, to its good quality beam (low emittance) and to the availability of the slit—shaped beam
The ISOLDE facility is a production tool particularly well suited to the RFMS, due to its high yields for
ms.
ISOLDE, the RPMS ideally complements the ISOLTRAP (IS302) in the half-live range from 1 to 100
flight across the spectrometer). Thus, taking into account the diffusion time in the ion source of
velocity allowing to handle any nucleus or nuclear state with half-live larger than l0j.ts (the time of
masses of very short lived nuclear species. The cyclotron frequency measurement is performed at beam
experiment based on a transmission spectrometer is well suited to the accurate measurement of the
focusing properties (angle and velocities) and, particularly, a high level of isochronism. The proposed
rotating on the same trajectory, in a very homogeneous magnetic field. Such field provides good
help of CERN. This technique relies upon the comparison of the cyclotron frequencies of ionic species
the antiproton-H' ion mass comparison at LEAR (CERN), has been built by CSNSM-IN2P3 with the
instance) will be performed with the RF mass-spectrometer (RPMS) [7, 8]. This setup, initially aimed at
Direct mass comparison of 1lLi with a well known mass of a stable or long-lived isotope ( 7Li for
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weeks of beam on target. We shall submit a more precise request with our final proposal.
the latter can be expected to give other new mass results. Such a programme is estimated to require 2
power of 1.4 10’ and a maximum transmission of 6%. OCR Output
Figure 1. Simulation ofthe transmission ofthe RF mass spectrometer for **Li displaying a resolving
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chambers can be inverted.
(4/5) beam injection/ejection, (6) inlet beam diagnostic chamber, (7) detector chamber. The latter
Figure 2. Top view of the RFMS setup. (1) Magnet (25 tons), (2) RF modulator, (3) phase defining slit,
even
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